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1.Introduction
Following some studies on the numerical techniques adopted by the CFD group here, it 
appears that Newton's method is the fastest convergent method to sufficient accuracy. A 
recent report by Xu[l] indicates that the non-linear system can be solved by using a very 
robust preconditioner, and significant acceleration of the convergence of the Newton's 
solver can be achieved. It is considered to extend this method to three dimensional Navier- 
Stokes solver which will be more useful and comprehensive.
However, there are still some problems to overcome in the application of the Newton's 
method to three dimensional flows. It is not economic in terms of computer resources used 
for this method, in particular the computer memory required, which puts the application of it 
for a fully three dimensional flow in a state of waiting for better hardware development. In a 
straightforward estimate, a fully three dimensional N-S equations may require 500-1000 
Mbytes if Newton's method is implemented, whereas it requires only 25-50Mbytes by using 
an explicit method. A solution to the problem at the moment is clearly to resort parallel 
computing, but even though it needs no less than 16 processors with 64Mbytes each or 32 
processors with 32Mbytes each in memory. Large amount of computer resources is 
inevitable.
In additional to the memory requirement, a considerable computing time consumed in 
evaluating the Jacobian matrix makes the Newton's method less competitive for a big 
problem such as three dimensional flows. Although Xu's new method[2], which is based on 
fluxes rather than residuals for numerical approximation of the Jacobian matrix, has 
significantly reduced the CPU time consumed in forming the matrix, about 20 times of the 
CPU time used for an explicit iteration is still needed for generating the Jacobian.
In the light of a recent report by Badcock[3], however, it should be noted that Jhe CPU 
time for the Jacobian matrix can be reduced considerably by using analytical derivatives of 
the inviscid fluxes. Although only the MUSCL interpolation part of the scheme was actually 
done in its analytical fonn in his work, the idea of using analytical derivatives of fluxes gives 
rise to further feasibility of the application in three dimensional flows.
In this technical report, we give a fully three dimensional analytical Jacobian matrix which 
is based on the analytical derivatives of Osher's approximate Riemann solver, as well as 
those of the numerical approximation of the viscous fluxes, and estimate the computer time 
consumed in forming this kind of Jacobian matrix. The Newton's method, due to the 
requirement of computer memory, is firstly applied on a three dimensional Parabolized 
Navier-Stokes (PNS) solver rather than a fully three dimensional case, and all the discussion 
is based on cell centred finite volume method of a structure grid. A symbolic manipulation 
package called REDUCE has been used to produce the derivations.
2.Newton’s Method
The Newton's method can be written in the following general form:
Analytical Jacohian Matrix
^aR
V av
AVK = V
AVk = -R(Vk)
where R is the integration residual vector of all cells of a given grid, and V is the solution-to- 
be vector, and k can be seen as an iteration index.
For the present case R is the residual of integrated Navier-Stokes equations over each 
cell, and V is the primitive variable vector of the cell.
3.The Jacobian Matrix
The Jacobian matrix is actually composed of the derivatives of the residuals of all cells. 
For each cell, the residual R is in practice calculated by evaluating the fluxes through all the 
boundary segments of the cell, that is
^i.j.k = ^+l/2,j,k — ^-l/2,j,k fri,j+l/2,k — f7i,j-l/2,k "*■ f'i,j,k+l/2 — ^i,j,k-l/2
The residual is a function of the primitive variables which vector can be written as
V = [p u V w T]
The topic is to formulate the following derivatives for each I station
5Ri.j,k
ayi,j,k+2
5Ri,j.k
SVij.,.,,, SVy.,,,
3Ri,„ 3Ri,j,k 3Ri.j.k
avij-j.t SXj-U
5Ri,j,k 3Ri,j,k
SVij-u-,
9RiJ.k
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9Ri,j,k ^Ri.j.k
^Ri.j.k
3Vi,j,k_2
^Ri.j.k
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It can be readily seen from equation (1) that the derivatives of the residual can be directly 
obtained from the derivatives of the fluxes since
^Ri,j.k = ^Ri+l/2,j.k — ^Ri-l/2,j,k + ^Ri.j+l/2,k — ^Ri,j-l/2,k +^Ri,j,k+l/2 — ^Ri,j,k-l/2
In fact, the evaluation of the derivatives can be done during the same time when the 
fluxes are evaluated. It also saves CPU time because only the fluxes through one side of the 
finite volume need to be calculated according to the following equalities
Pi.j+l/2,kL i “ Ri,j-l/2,k i.j+l.k
3Ri,j+l/2,k _j 3Fj j_1/2 k 3Ri,j+l/2,k _ 3Fij_1/2ik
3V,,k i.j.k 3Vi.j-i-k 3vi.j-u 2ki,j,k 'a i,j+l,k
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Therefore the calculations of the derivatives of the fluxes can be carried out in the same 
way as it for the fluxes.
The number of the above derivatives to be used in the Jacobian matrix depend on the 
number of the computational dimensions, and the order of the interpolation to be used. For 
the first order of MUSCL scheme, only five of the components in the middle are involved 
for inviscid terms. For computing a fully three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in third 
order, twenty five components are required for each finite volume. It can be seen that each of 
the derivatives is a 5x5 sub-matrix, if we denote in general the above derivatives as follow
av
ORp ORp ORp ORp ORp
Op Ou Ov Ow OT
0RU 0RU 0RU 0RU 0RU
Op Ou Ov Ow OT
0RV 0Rv 0Rv 0Rv 0Rv
Op Ou Ov Ow OT
0RW 0RW 0RW 0RW 0Rw
Op Ou Ov Ow OT
ore 3Rb ORe 0Re 0Re
[op Ou Ov Ow OT
Therefore for three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations each finite volume requires 
325(PNS) or 625(3DNS) elements for the Jacobian matrix. This is why a huge amount of 
computer memory is needed for this Newton-like method. The amount of CPU time 
consumed in the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is also very large, in a numerical 
evaluation, about 20 times much of the CPU time as it for an explicit iteration must be 
consumed.
4.AnaIytical Derivatives of MUSCL Scheme
For any cell boundary, the inviscid flux F is a function of the primitive variables from 
both its left and right sides. The left and right variables are determined by interpolations of 
their neighbouring cells which detennine the accuracy of the scheme. In order to give higher 
order accuracy a K-pai'ameter family scheme is adopted for the interpolations,e.g.
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vL = V,,., + ^j[(l - KS)A_ + (1 + Ks)A+]v|
VR = -1|][(1 + Ks)A_ +(1 - ks)A.]v|^i ^
where A+ and A- denote forward and backward difference operators, respectively, in i 
direction; and V is the column hypervector of the primitive variables. K is a parameter which 
determines the spatial accuracy of the interpolation. The parameter s serves to limit higher- 
order terms in the interpolation in order to avoid oscillations at discontinuities such as shock 
waves in the solutions. The limiting is implemented by locally modifying the difference 
values in the inteipolation to ensure monotone interpolation, s expression is given as
s =
2A + VA_V + £ 
(A+V)2 + (A_V)2 + £
where £ is a small number preventing division by zero in regions of null gradients.
The chain rule of differentiation is used for the derivatives of the MUSCL scheme, that 
is.
dF 9F av. 3f avR aF _ aF avL + aF avR
9vj+1 k avL avj+u avR avj+u av,, avLav,k avRav,
aF aF avr aF aF avD
avj.,, avL avj_1 k
The differentiations of s, VL and Vr are given as follows:
svj.,,, av1!3vJ.2,l
ds =
2[(A_ -sA.)V1.t3A.VjJ +(A, -sA_)Vtt3A_Vi,1]
(A.V^) +(a.Vj,[) +e
3Vl = 3Vj, + j[(l - 2ks)A_ + (1 + 2ks)A+]Vjk + ^[{1 - ks)3A. + (1 + ks)3At]V, t 
3Vr = 3VJ+I t - j[(l + 2ks)A_ + (1 - 2ks)A.]Vj+l k - ^[(1 + ks)3A_ + {1 - ks)3A;]Vj.1,1
If we denote
A = [(A+Vjik)2 + (a_Vj k)2 + £j B = [(1 - 2ks)A_ +{l + 2ks)A+]Vj>k
A'= [(A+Vj+1.k)2 + (A_Vj+lik)2 + £] B.= [(! _ 2ks)A_ + (1 + 2ks)A+]Vj+ljk
The following six derivatives can then be given
-^^ = —(A -sA )Vj k +—(1 + ks)
avj+lik 2AV ■ +J Jlk 4V
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-^^ = —(sA - A )Vj k - —(1 - ks)
avL ! avL avL
av,j+l,k avj.,:
avP
av;j+2,k
^(sA.-A.jV^-ld-ks)
|^ = ^{Ai-sA.)Vw,l+^(l + kS)
3Vr l avD avD
av;j+l,k 3Vj+2,k 3Vj,k
S.Analytical Derivatives of Osher's Scheme
For an interior control volume, the inviscid flux-vector through each boundary of the 
control volume can be written as
F = [pv„ p(vnu-l-TY6nx) p(vnv-t-Ty6ny) p(vnw + TY6nz) pvn(TY6Y2+0)]
where vn is the dot-product of the local velocity vector with the area vector of the boundary. 
Obviously, the flux-vector is a function of the local primitive variable-vector V which is 
given in the following:
V = [p u V w T]
The temperature is preferably used rather than the pressure because of better performance 
with it in three dimensional codes[4]. The direct derivatives with respect to the boundary 
variable-vector aie
V„ Pnx pny Pnz 0
v„u + TY6nx P(unx + vn) pun. Punz PY6n:
vnv + TY6ny PVnx P(vny + vn) Pvnz PY6«:
vnw + TY6nz pwnx pwn. p(wnz + vn) PYe11;
v.(Ty,+6) p[(TY7+e)nx + vnu] p[(TY7 + e)ny-Hvnv] p[(TY7 + e)nz + vnw] PYvvi
where nx, ny and nz are the three components of the area vector.
From the last section it can be seen that the following derivatives are needed to be 
formulated:
3F
3(Vl,Vr)
Analytical Jacobian Matrix
from which it can be seen that a differentiable link between the boundary variables V and 
those in the left and right sides of the boundary has to be supplied. Osher's approximate 
Riemann solver is such a link that satisfies the requirement.
Again the chain rule of differentiation is used. If we choose the following characteristic 
variables to be tlie intermediate variables for the chain derivatives
V'= [c ul vl wl z]
where c is the speed of sound, ul, vl and wl are the three components of the velocity at the 
boundary in local coordinate system, z is the unsealed entropy. If we denote cx, cy and cz as 
the three components of unit outward vector of the boundary, we then have, e.g. cx is not 
zero.
av
av’
2Y4P
c
0
0
0
0
2pY4c 0
0
-s
l-cl
c, -
0
-cT
CyCz
CyCz
c*
0
l-ct
0
-Y4P
0
0
0
-TpY6Y4
Therefore, the flux derivatives with respect to the characteristic variables are
3F 'ap' 'av
av" av av
The primitive variables of the left and right hand side of the cell wall are given as 
followings:
VL = [pL uL vL wL Tl] Vr=[p R UR VR WR Tr]
According to Osher's scheme, the relations between the characteristic variables and the 
primitive variables from both sides are (apart from the simplest cases such as V=Vl):
c =
2(1 +a)
YsK + YqCl)
VR Yo(CL ■*"Cr)]
. II o
|[vL vr+Yo(cl+cr)] (— ^23)
-Y5(vRn-Y0cR) (-;)
ul
YsK + YoCl)
(1 + a)
YsK-YqCr)
(-s)
[Vr-YoCr + wK+YoCl)] / ^
i------------------------------ 1 (=uH)
(= u0
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z = i
Log
Log
r\y6 N
ur1;
V Pr”1 .
(— Z0 — Z13) 
(= Zj = z23)
in which \>l and Dr are the dot-products of the local velocity with the unit outward vector of 
the boundary, and Cl and cr the local speed of sound, in the left and the right sides, 
respectively. Hereafter we list some useful derivatives:
3a (y - l)a 3a _ ay, 3a (y-l)a 3a aYi
9Pl 2YPl 3Tl Tl ^Pr 2yPr 3T» Tr
3cl _ Q ^CL _ CL 3c R - 0 3Cr - CR
9Pl ax, 2tl 3pR 3Tr 2T
3Uh (<I>L — UH ) 3a CCCi3
3pL (1-Ha) 9pL y(l + a)pL
3uh _ ((!)[ -uH) 3a ay0 3cR _ ay0(0.5cL -YiCn)
3Tl (1-1-a) 3Tl (l + a)3TL TL(l + a)
ac 133Uh _ ((I)L Uh) _ _
9pR " (1 + a) apR y(l + a)pR
3uh _ (<1)L ~Uh) _ Yo ^CR _ yp (YiC23 0-5Cr) 
axR (1 -I- ot) 3Tr (1 -I- a) 3Tr Tr (1 -i- a)
3c
5pf
13_ ____ c13 3a Y7C23
(1-1-a) 3pR pR(l + a)
cR _ (0.5cr Y 1^23)
3t7 ~ -(1+ a) 3Tr "r (1 -I-a) 3Tr _ TR(l-i-a) ' 2TR(l-ha)“ TR(l-^a)
3c13 _ 3a ^ 1 3cr _ aYici3 |
3c 13
■ = c
3a 3c
■H-a 13 _ Y?C23
3c
^PR ^Pr 9PR Pr(1'*’®^)
23 _ 3a , _ 3c,3 _a(Y1c13+0.5cR)
-* Cl o I OC “
3Tp 3Tp3Tr 'u, r "3 r TR(l-i-a)
^C13 _ C13 _ C23Y?
3pl (1-Ha) 3pL pL(l + a)
3c CL _ (0.5Cl + YiC23)
^_"(l-Ha)3TL"(l-Ha)3TL _TL(l + a) ' 2TL(1-Ha)_ TL(1-Ha)
3a [ 1 3cl _ aY1c13 |
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dc 23
9Pl
= c
da ! aaci3 _ c23y7(Y-i)
13apL 3pL pL(l + a)
dc23 ^ r da dc13 _ a(0.5cL-y1c13)
aTL"13aTL axL TL(i+a)
dz 1-Y 1^ 0 0 0 -
av |_ p ' T
We now can give the matrix multiplication, the left side for instance
3F
avL
■^T avTav' 
aviav'_[avL_
The last two manix's multiplication can be written as
■A„ 0 0 0
1
in
<
0 Cx —Cy -Cz 0 Bii BCj Bcy Bcz B15‘
0 c„
i-c2y CyCz
- 0
B2i Ccx Ccy Ccz B25
y
Cx Cx 0 -cy -cx 0 0
—
0 Cz
cycz 1-c2
0
0 -cz 0 cx 0
Cx Cx Bsi 0 0 0 B55
_ A51 0 0 0 A55 J
AiiBii + A15 Bs. CxBA11 CyBAjj CzBAjj AnB15 + A15B55
c xB21 c2(C-l) + l CxCy(C-l) CxCz(C-l) C.B25
cyB2i CxCy(C -1) c2y(C- D+l CyCz(C —1) cyB25
CzB21 CxCz(C--1) czCy(C -1) cz(C-l) + l czB25
A5iBii + A55 b51 CxBA 51 CyBA51 czBA51 A51B15 + A55B55
where
2y p
Aii = —T ai5 = -Y4P A5i = 2Y4pc A55 = - TpY6Y4
v«
B„ =
B5i =
dc
apL
dz
Bis =
apL
dc
Bjs = —ax,
b21 =
B =
aul
apL
ac
dv,
R =—
25 axr
c = aulav,
The resulting matrix is identical because the denominator cx (or cv, c7) has been 
cancelled out. y
6.The Derivatives of Diffusive Terms
The diffusive terms can also be differentiated with respect to the primitives. For 
example, the ditferentations of the stress components with respect to the velocity 
components can be given as followings:
Analytical Jacobian Matrix
drxx =
2^
3 Re
a'cyy= — 
yy 3 Re
23
23
<3u>'
<3x,
/'dv^
vayy
-3
v^yj
-3
V 3z y
3t„ = 2n
3 Re
23r 3wN| 
y 3zy
-3
<3u>
<3Xy
^30^1
-3
v3xy
/^3w>
y3z,
^3v^
vayyj
3xxy=-^
y Re
31^ = — 
Re
3x = — 
yz Re
l^3u
L vayy
+ 3 r3v
^3x
r3u>i3lJ+3'
<3v>
<3z>
+ 3
y 3x yj
vayJj
The heat conduction rate is dependent only on the temperature, their differentations are 
given as
1
aQx =-----^----  - PY4MiRel,Pr/ 3x,
9qv =
1 rn\/ 3T>|
Y4MiRe [pj layj 3qz =
1
Y4M„ Re
f 3T^U/l3z J
The derivatives in terms of the numerical approximation used in the PNS code[4] can be 
given here
y3u>
y3x yj+1/2.k
3u ;
4Y
3
i^(d;J-dG-4dtl”) 3
j+l/2,k
3u>
y3xyj+1/2ik
/^3uN'
3uij.k+1
4V,
dC
j+l/2,k
y3xy
3u jj+l,k-l
j+l/2,k 4V:j+l/2,k
ayJj,k
k+l/2 4Y
3V—(dCj-d?^-4dTi“)
j,k+l/2
kayJj,k 
3v
3v=j+l,k
4Vk+l/2 H vj,k+l/2
dC
ayJj.k
k+l/2
r3u^ 
3x y
3uj+i
4Vj+l/2,k ^ vj+l/2,k
^(dCt-dCt + 4d<)
j+l,k+l_ 3UJ 
y3xyj+i/2k 4Vj+1/2ik
dCx
dC^ 3 3u>|
^xyj+l/2,k
3u;j.k-1
y 
^3v
4V;j
dC
SyJj,
k+l/2
'j+l/2,k
l^j,k+l/2
3v
=-----^^dCy 34V,k+1/2 Sy
#]vayA
<3v>^
3V;j+l,k+l
4V,k+l/2 ^ vj,k+l/2
d;
ayJj,
=- avJ-i-k-dcL 
4V Sy
k+l/2 H vj,k+l/2
where denotes the average y-component of the area vectors from two interfaces of the 
immediate left cell in ^ direction.
The viscosity is actually a function of the temperature according to Sutherland's law. 
The derivative can be easily given as follow:
Analytical Jacobian Matrix 10
_3m_
H3T rr T.+.v~ii)_ T>m/ 
T(T-Too + 110) /A”
The derivative matiices in general form are given as follows
3EV
av
av
aov
av
0 0 0 0
K. ^zy 9Xxz t,r axxx + u——• -H V ^'Cxy -HW ^T^xz
du au au AA au du du
0 X„ -Hu
^xx
- -H V
3txy
d\ av xy dv dv
0 x„ + u
9Xxx
+ w
^xz ,
aw aw dw dw
Ixx.^ Xxy ap 3Qx • + 1 ap/-----—1 UX— + VX-v -H WX„ -H
p aT p aT p aT aT paTv xy
0 0 0 0
axyy
0 XVI -Hu
^yx
-Hv-
dXyy
au au y* du du
3xyI aXyy 5'Cyz
Cyy
^ 3ty^ 
-H U—— -HV-
dXyy
-H W-
3'Cyz
av dw av dv dv dv
0
aXyy 3^yz
'Cw -H V-
dXyy
-H W
3'cyz
aw aw 'yz dw dw
'^yz ap tyy ap apy + 1 ap/ —— (ux + VXvv + WX._ -H'
p aT p aT p aT aT paTv yy
0 0 0 0
0 X„ -Hu
9'^zx + w
au au du du
0
9T:zy 5t:zz
X7v+V
Ky
+ w
av dv dv dv
5'czx axZy 3'czz
X
axZx 
, -Hu—2--H V
^'C.y
-H w
5^zz
aw aw aw u aw dw dw
T^zx 9p ^^yz ap ^zz ^Oz
■ +
1 ap/
------lux.. -H VX7v -H WX +
p aT p aT p aT aT paTx zy
Ox)
-iT
and finally the viscous part of the Jacobian matrix is consituted by these matrices' dot- 
product with the area vector of the boundary:
aR
av
V __ aE„ 
‘x av
aE, 
‘yav
ao„n.—L + n.,-^ + n, av
T.Derivatives of the Boundary Variables
The flux derivatives at wall boundary can be done with only two intermediate groups of 
two variables
Analytical Jacobian Matrix 11
Vb=[Pb Pb] V'=[cb zr]
The flux derivatives are with respect to the primitive variables from only one side of the 
boundary, e.g.
Vr=[Pr Ur Vr Wr Tr]
After similar derivations, we have
2Y4Pbav,
av
avD
av
0
l-Y
B _ -Y4Pb
CB
,2Y4cbPb —Y4Pfi.
- pR
0
ave
PbY4(y-1) pBcx
y4pb
. Pr
Pr
(Y-1)
V'B
'CbPbCx
s Cz CR
r4 2y4 2y4 2Tr
1
Tar J
0 0
PBCy PbCz PbY4(cr cb)
CB Cb TrCb
—CBPBCy —CbPbCz T (Pbcbcr Pb)
A51 = Y4Pb
Pr
ap
avn
(y-1)
pBnx
0
0
0
ap ap av„
avD avB avR
0 Pr Y 2 ^ J 
0
nyA51 
n,A51
0
cbPb A■^55 T 
aR
(Pbcbc'R Pr)
pBny PbHz O'
0 0 nx
0 0 ny
0 0 Hz
PrY2^ y PbY20
I
o
N
0 0 0 0 ■
Ccxnx Ccynx Ccznx nxA55
Ccxny Ccyny Cczriy OyAjs
Ccxnz Ccynz Ccznz nzA55
0 0 0 0
8.Concluding Remarks
The analytical Jacobian matrix for Newton's method has been derived with assistance of 
a symbolic manipulation package called REDUCE. They have been coded into PNS3D code 
for testing the efficiency and accuracy. A simple test shows that the CPU used for evaluation 
the analytical Jacobian matrix is only two times more than it is for an explicit iteration, and 
the evaluation can be perfonned during the same time as the evaluation of the residuals. Por 
three dimensional flows, the analytical Jacobian matrix will considerably reduce the CPU 
time, and make the Newton's method more competitive in its three dimensional extension.
Analytical Jacobian Matrix 12
PNS3D should be considered first in extending of the Newton's method. The storage 
used for a grid of 55x65x75 takes about 45Mbytes, which is feasible for its development in 
a workstation with 64Mbytes.
Nomenclature
a ratio of local sound speeds[=C23/ci3=exp((zi-zo)/2Y)]
Y ratio of specific heats
To =2/(Y-1)
Yi =1/(2y)
Y2 =y/(Y-l)
Y3 =l/y
Y4 =l/(y-l)
Y5 =(y-i)/(y+i)
Y6 =l/(yMoo2)
Y7 =Y6Y2
p density
0 =0.5(u2+v2+w2)
K parameter for spatial accuracy of the interpolation
^>L Riemann invariant from the left side
moleculai' viscosity
e a small number preventing dividing by zero
A finite difference operator
tij stress tensor (i,j=x,y,z)
9i heat conduction rate (i=x,y,z)
Moo free stream Mach number
Re Reynolds number
Pr Prantl number
T temperature
Too free stream temperature
x,y,z global coordinate system
local coordinate system
u,v,w velocity components in global coordinate system
Vij.k volume of cell (i,j,k)
Ey^F v,Gv viscous fluxes in i,j,k directions, respectively.
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